Can you feed all
C
the little brats first?

If you roll a die with a number that corresponds to a Table (row) that already has all six spots crossed off, you will then
have to cross off a “puker” in the far right column. For each “puker” you cross off, you lose one die starting with the
following turn.

The first player will roll all 5 dice. They will then place an X on their menu board starting with the left most space that
corresponds to the number rolled for each die. If any doubles are rolled, you may only use that number once.
- Example: If you roll a 2-4-5-5-1. You may only use the numbers 2-4-5-1 to cross off spots on the corresponding Table
(row) of your player board. The additional (duplicate) 5 cannot be used. This rule applies to any amount of duplicated
numbers.

Gameplay:

Each player gets a lunch menu card. You will need 5 dice and a pencil.

Set Up:

Be the first to feed all the little brats but look out for pukers!

Lunch Lady - 1-4 players • Ages 4+ • 10 minutes

Now go feed some brats!

The first person to cross off all spots from each Table (row) without getting fired wins!

Winning:

In the event that you have crossed out all five “pukers” you will be FIRED and lose the game.

Getting Fired:

If you are fortunate enough to cross off all six spots on the “Puke Proof” row, you have the option to roll all 5 dice again, or as many as you like
(up to 5), regardless of how many pukers you have. However, if you fill all 5 puker spots, you will still lose even though you are “Puke Proof”.

In the event that you have two filled Tables (rows) and you roll multiple dice corresponding to those rows, you only have to cross off one “puker”,
regardless of the number of duplicates you roll. In other words, you can only get one puker per turn.

